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Ah, when shall day dawn on the night of the grave, Or summer succeed to the winter of death? Rest awhle,
hapless victim! Percy Bysshe Shelley I bring fresh showers for the thirsting flowers, From the seas and the
streams; I bear light shade for the leaves when laid In their noonday dreams. I wield the flail of the lashing
hail, And whiten the green plains under, And then again I dissolve it in rain, And laugh as I pass in thunder.
The sanguine Sunrise, with his meteor eyes, And his burning plumes outspread, Leaps on the back of my
sailing rack, When the morning star shines dead; As on the jag of a mountain crag, Which an earthquake rocks
and swings, An eagle alit one moment may sit In the light of its golden wings. And when Sunset may breathe,
from the lit sea beneath, Its ardors of rest and of love, And the crimson pall of eve may fall From the depth of
Heaven above, With wings folded I rest, on mine aery nest, As still as a brooding dove. From cape to cape,
with a bridge-like shape, Over a torrent sea, Sunbeam-proof, I hang like a roof,-- The mountains its columns
be. The triumphal arch through which I march With hurricane, fire, and snow, When the Powers of the air are
chained to my chair, Is the million-colored bow; The sphere-fire above its soft colors wove, While the moist
Earth was laughing below. I am the daughter of Earth and Water, And the nursling of the Sky; I pass through
the pores of the ocean and shores; I change, but I cannot die. For after the rain when with never a stain The
pavilion of Heaven is bare, And the winds and sunbeams with their convex gleams Build up the blue dome of
air, I silently laugh at my own cenotaph, And out of the caverns of rain, Like a child from the womb, like a
ghost from the tomb, I arise and unbuild it again. Percy Bysshe Shelley I arise from dreams of thee In the first
sweet sleep of night, When the winds are breathing low, And the stars are shining bright I arise from dreams
of thee, And a spirit in my feet Hath led me--who knows how? To thy chamber window, Sweet! O lift me
from the grass! Let thy love in kisses rain On my lips and eyelids pale. My cheek is cold and white, alas! My
heart beats loud and fast;-- Oh! Percy Bysshe Shelley Poet of Nature, thou hast wept to know That things
depart which never may return: These common woes I feel. Thou hast like to a rock-built refuge stood Above
the blind and battling multitude: In honoured poverty thy voice did weave Songs consecrate to truth and
liberty,-- Deserting these, thou leavest me to grieve, Thus having been, that thou shouldst cease to be. Percy
Bysshe Shelley Worlds on worlds are rolling ever From creation to decay, Like the bubbles on a river
Sparkling, bursting, borne away. A power from the unknown God, A Promethean conqueror, came; Like a
triumphal path he trod The thorns of death and shame. A mortal shape to him Was like the vapour dim Which
the orient planet animates with light; Hell, Sin, and Slavery came, Like bloodhounds mild and tame, Nor
preyed, until their Lord had taken flight; The moon of Mahomet Arose, and it shall set: Swift as the radiant
shapes of sleep From one whose dreams are Paradise Fly, when the fond wretch wakes to weep, And Day
peers forth with her blank eyes; So fleet, so faint, so fair, The Powers of earth and air Fled from the
folding-star of Bethlehem: Apollo, Pan, and Love, Grew weak, for killing Truth had glared on them; Our hills
and seas and streams, Dispeopled of their dreams, Their waters turned to blood, their dew to tears Wailed for
the golden years. Heaven smiles, and faiths and empires gleam, Like wrecks of a dissolving dream. A brighter
Hellas rears its mountains From waves serener far; A new Peneus rolls his fountains Against the morning star.
Where fairer Tempes bloom, there sleep Young Cyclads on a sunnier deep. A loftier Argo cleaves the main,
Fraught with a later prize; Another Orpheus sings again, And loves, and weeps, and dies. A new Ulysses
leaves once more Calypso for his native shore. Nor mix with Laian rage the joy Which dawns upon the free:
Although a subtler Sphinx renew Riddles of death Thebes never knew. Another Athens shall arise, Bequeath,
like sunset to the skies, The splendour of its prime; And leave, if nought so bright may live, All earth can take
or Heaven can give. Saturn and Love their long repose Shall burst, more bright and good Than all who fell,
than One who rose, Than many unsubdued: Not gold, not blood, their altar dowers, But votive tears and
symbol flowers. The world is weary of the past, Oh, might it die or rest at last! Percy Bysshe Shelley The
awful shadow of some unseen Power Floats through unseen among us, -- visiting This various world with as
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inconstant wing As summer winds that creep from flower to flower, -- Like moonbeams that behind some piny
mountain shower, It visits with inconstant glance Each human heart and countenance; Like hues and
harmonies of evening, -- Like clouds in starlight widely spread, -- Like memory of music fled, -- Like aught
that for its grace may be Dear, and yet dearer for its mystery. Spirit of Beauty, that dost consecrate With thine
own hues all thou dost shine upon Of human thought or form, -- where art thou gone? Why dost thou pass
away and leave our state, This dim vast vale of tears, vacant and desolate? No voice from some sublimer
world hath ever To sage or poet these responses given -- Therefore the names of Demon, Ghost, and Heaven,
Remain the records of their vain endeavour, Frail spells -- whose uttered charm might not avail to sever, From
all we hear and all we see, Doubt, chance, and mutability. Love, Hope, and Self-esteem, like clouds depart
And come, for some uncertain moments lent. Man were immortal, and omnipotent, Didst thou, unknown and
awful as thou art, Keep with thy glorious train firm state within his heart. Depart not as thy shadow came,
Depart not -- lest the grave should be, Like life and fear, a dark reality. While yet a boy I sought for ghosts,
and sped Through many a listening chamber, cave and ruin, And starlight wood, with fearful steps pursuing
Hopes of high talk with the departed dead. I called on poisonous names with which our youth is fed; I was not
heard -- I saw them not -- When musing deeply on the lot Of life, at that sweet time when winds are wooing
All vital things that wake to bring News of birds and blossoming, -- Sudden, thy shadow fell on me; I
shrieked, and clasped my hands in ecstasy! I vowed that I would dedicate my powers To thee and thine -- have
I not kept the vow? With beating heart and streaming eyes, even now I call the phantoms of a thousand hours
Each from his voiceless grave: The day becomes more solemn and serene When noon is past -- there is a
harmony In autumn, and a lustre in its sky, Which through the summer is not heard or seen, As if it could not
be, as if it had not been! Thus let thy power, which like the truth Of nature on my passive youth Descended, to
my onward life supply Its calm -- to one who worships thee, And every form containing thee, Whom, Spirit
fair, thy spells did bind To fear himself, and love all human kind. Wherefore weave with toil and care The rich
robes your tyrants wear? Wherefore feed, and clothe, and save, From the cradle to the grave, Those ungrateful
drones who would Drain your sweat -- nay, drink your blood? Wherefore, Bees of England, forge Many a
weapon, chain, and scourge That these stingless drones may spoil The forced produce of your toil? Or what is
it ye buy so dear With your pain and with your fear? The seed ye sow, another reaps; The wealth ye find,
another keeps; The robes ye weave, another wears; The arms ye forge, another bears. Sow seed, -- but let no
tyrant reap; Find wealth, -- let no impostor heap; Weave robes, -- let not the idle wear; Forge arms, -- in your
defence to bear. Shrink to your cellars, holes, and cells; In halls ye deck another dwells. Why shake the chains
ye wrought? Ye see The steel ye tempered glance on ye. With plough and spade, and hoe and loom, Trace
your grave, and build your tomb, And weave your winding-sheet, till fair England be your sepulchre.
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Get this from a library! Shelley: the golden years. [Kenneth Neill Cameron] -- Benefiting from recent critical scholarship
that has explored new attitudes toward Johnson, Martin's biography offers a human and sympathetic portrait of the
literary and social icon.

He was the eldest legitimate son of Sir Timothy Shelley â€” , a Whig Member of Parliament for Horsham
from â€”92 and for Shoreham between â€”12, and his wife, Elizabeth Pilfold â€” , a Sussex landowner. He
received his early education at home, tutored by the Reverend Evan Edwards of nearby Warnham. His cousin
and lifelong friend Thomas Medwin , who lived nearby, recounted his early childhood in his The Life of Percy
Bysshe Shelley. It was a happy and contented childhood spent largely in country pursuits such as fishing and
hunting. In , Shelley entered Eton College , where he fared poorly, and was subjected to an almost daily mob
torment at around noon by older boys, who aptly called these incidents "Shelley-baits". Surrounded, the young
Shelley would have his books torn from his hands and his clothes pulled at and torn until he cried out madly in
his high-pitched "cracked soprano" of a voice. Because of these peculiarities he acquired the nickname "Mad
Shelley". Shelley would often use a frictional electric machine to charge the door handle of his room, much to
the amusement of his friends. Despite these jocular incidents, a contemporary of Shelley, W. Merie, recalled
that Shelley made no friends at Eton, although he did seek a kindred spirit without success. On 10 April he
matriculated at University College, Oxford. Legend has it that Shelley attended only one lecture while at
Oxford, but frequently read sixteen hours a day. His first publication was a Gothic novel , Zastrozzi , in which
he vented his early atheistic worldview through the villain Zastrozzi; this was followed at the end of the year
by St. Irvyne; or, The Rosicrucian: A Romance dated His refusal to do so led to a falling-out with his father.
Harriet Westbrook had been writing Shelley passionate letters threatening to kill herself because of her
unhappiness at the school and at home. Shelley, heartbroken after the failure of his romance with his cousin ,
Harriet Grove, cut off from his mother and sisters, and convinced he had not long to live, impulsively decided
to rescue Westbrook and make her his beneficiary. Harriet also insisted that her sister Eliza, whom Shelley
detested, live with them. Shelley was also at this time increasingly involved in an intense platonic relationship
with Elizabeth Hitchener, a year-old unmarried schoolteacher of advanced views, with whom he had been
corresponding. Hitchener, whom Shelley called the "sister of my soul" and "my second self", [14] became his
muse and confidante in the writing of his philosophical poem Queen Mab , a Utopian allegory. Southey, who
had himself been expelled from the Westminster School for opposing flogging, was taken with Shelley and
predicted great things for him as a poet. He also informed Shelley that William Godwin , author of Political
Justice , which had greatly influenced him in his youth, and which Shelley also admired, was still alive.
Shelley was increasingly unhappy in his marriage to Harriet and particularly resented the influence of her
older sister Eliza, who discouraged Harriet from breastfeeding their baby daughter Elizabeth Ianthe Shelley
[â€”76]. Shelley accused Harriet of having married him for his money. Craving more intellectual female
companionship, he began spending more time away from home, among other things, studying Italian with
Cornelia Turner and visiting the home and bookshop of William Godwin. Eliza and Harriet moved back with
their parents. Fanny was the illegitimate daughter of Mary Wollstonecraft and her lover, the diplomat
speculator and writer, Gilbert Imlay. The brilliant Mary was being educated in Scotland when Shelley first
became acquainted with the Godwin family. When she returned, Shelley fell madly in love with her,
repeatedly threatening to commit suicide if she did not return his affections. The older sister Fanny was left
behind, to her great dismay, for she, too, may have fallen in love with Shelley. Routes of the and Continental
tours After six weeks, homesick and destitute, the three young people returned to England. The enraged
William Godwin refused to see them, though he still demanded money, to be given to him under another
name, to avoid scandal. It attracted little attention at the time, but has now come to be recognised as his first
major achievement. At this point in his writing career, Shelley was deeply influenced by the poetry of
Wordsworth. Byron[ edit ] In mid Shelley and Mary made a second trip to Switzerland. The couple and Byron
rented neighbouring houses on the shores of Lake Geneva. While on a boating tour the two took together,
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Shelley was inspired to write his Hymn to Intellectual Beauty , often considered his first significant production
since Alastor. In Claire gave birth to a daughter by Byron, Alba, later renamed Allegra , whom Shelley offered
to support, making provisions for her and for Claire in his will. Shelley had made generous provision for
Harriet and their children in his will and had paid her a monthly allowance as had her father. It is thought that
Harriet, who had left her children with her sister Eliza and had been living alone under the name of Harriet
Smith, mistakenly believed herself to have been abandoned by her new lover, year-old Lieutenant Colonel
Christopher Maxwell, who had been deployed abroad, after a landlady refused to forward his letters to her.
Shelley took part in the literary circle that surrounded Leigh Hunt , and during this period he met John Keats.
It was hastily withdrawn after only a few copies were published. It was later edited and reissued as The Revolt
of Islam in Shelley wrote two revolutionary political tracts under the nom de plume , "The Hermit of
Marlow". During the latter part of the year, he wrote Julian and Maddalo , a lightly disguised rendering of his
boat trips and conversations with Byron in Venice, finishing with a visit to a madhouse. He then began the
long verse drama Prometheus Unbound , a re-writing of the lost play by the ancient Greek poet Aeschylus ,
which features talking mountains and a petulant spirit who overthrows Jupiter. A baby girl, Elena Adelaide
Shelley, was born on 27 December in Naples , Italy, and registered there as the daughter of Shelley and a
woman named "Marina Padurin". However, the identity of the mother is an unsolved mystery. Some scholars
speculate that her true mother was actually Claire Clairmont or Elise Foggi, a nursemaid for the Shelley
family. Other scholars postulate that she was a foundling Shelley adopted in hopes of distracting Mary after
the death of Clara. However, Elena was placed with foster parents a few days after her birth and the Shelley
family moved on to yet another Italian city, leaving her behind. Here they received two visitors, a Miss Sophia
Stacey and her much older travelling companion, Miss Corbet Parry-Jones to be described by Mary as "an
ignorant little Welshwoman". The pair moved into the same pensione and stayed for about two months.
During this period Mary gave birth to another son; Sophia is credited with suggesting that he be named after
the city of his birth, so he became Percy Florence Shelley , later Sir Percy. Shelley also wrote his "Ode to
Sophia Stacey" during this time. They then moved to Pisa, largely at the suggestion of its resident Margaret
King , who, as a former pupil of Mary Wollstonecraft, took a maternal interest in the younger Mary and her
companions. This "no nonsense grande dame" [32] and her common-law husband George William Tighe
inspired the poet with "a new-found sense of radicalism". Tighe was an agricultural theorist, and provided the
younger man with a great deal of material on chemistry, biology and statistics. In this year, prompted among
other causes by the Peterloo Massacre , he wrote his best-known political poems: The Masque of Anarchy and
Men of England. Around this time period, he wrote the essay The Philosophical View of Reform, which was
his most thorough exposition of his political views to that date. Keats replied with hopes of seeing him, but
instead, arrangements were made for Keats to travel to Rome with the artist Joseph Severn. Inspired by the
death of Keats, in Shelley wrote the elegy Adonais. Shelley developed a very strong affection towards Jane
and addressed a number of poems to her. In Shelley arranged for Leigh Hunt, the British poet and editor who
had been one of his chief supporters in England, to come to Italy with his family. He meant for the three of
themâ€”himself, Byron and Huntâ€”to create a journal, which would be called The Liberal. On one occasion I
had to fetch or take to Byron some copy for the paper which my father, himself and Shelley, jointly conducted.
I found him seated on a lounge feasting himself from a drum of figs. He asked me if I would like a fig. Now,
in that, Leno, consists the difference, Shelley would have handed me the drum and allowed me to help myself.
He was returning from having set up The Liberal with the newly arrived Leigh Hunt. The vessel, an open boat,
was custom-built in Genoa for Shelley. It did not capsize but sank; Mary Shelley declared in her "Note on
Poems of " that the design had a defect and that the boat was never seaworthy. In fact the Don Juan was
seaworthy; the sinking was due to a severe storm and poor seamanship of the three men on board. Pictured in
the centre are, from left, Trelawny, Hunt, and Byron. In fact, Hunt did not observe the cremation, and Byron
left early. Two other Englishmen were with Shelley on the boat. However, the liferaft was unused and still
attached to the boat. The bodies were found completely clothed, including boots. Upon hearing this, Byron
never one to give compliments said of Shelley: The day after the news of his death reached England, the Tory
newspaper The Courier printed: In pre-Victorian times it was English custom that women would not attend
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funerals for health reasons. Mary Shelley did not attend but was featured in the painting, kneeling at the
left-hand side. Leigh Hunt stayed in the carriage during the ceremony but is also pictured. In his graphic
account of the cremation, he writes of Byron being unable to face the scene, and withdrawing to the beach.
The ashes were exhumed and moved to their present location. Trelawny had purchased the adjacent plot, and
over sixty years later his remains were placed there. She intended to live there with her son, Percy, and his
wife Jane, and had the remains of her own parents moved from their London burial place at St Pancras Old
Church to an underground mausoleum in the town. The property is now known as Shelley Manor. When the
museum finally closed in , these items were returned to Lord Abinger , who descends from a niece of Lady
Jane Shelley.
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